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Pilatus VH-GCD Departs For A New Life

After 11 years at Mt Beauty, syndicate owned Pilatus glider VH-GCD has been sold and has moved to Gympie
Queensland. GCD has provided many members with enjoyable first conversion single seater gliding
experience as the syndicate placed her on the line for all members to fly. We are sorry to see her go but she is
entering a new life phase with a conversion to electric motorised self launcher. The happy de-rigging crew is
shown preparing GCD for her departure.

From ANDREW EVANS
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fx-xpK_6cYs
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Pilatus Historical Picture Roundup
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Airworthiness and Maintenance
From Terry Knight
Recent months lacked any significant activity. They followed a concentrated period of proactive and predictive
maintenance intended to carry the Club through winter, prior to an anticipated extended period of leave for
myself - over three months. Mainly holidays, but also an opportunity to get some new body parts. I have now
had a few days to check over our assets, and thank those members who held the fort while I was away. Keep it
up!
The following notes contain some important information, and also serve as a reminder that your gliding
relies on more than an aircraft ready for you to fly.
Gates and Cows
Normal country etiquette requires gates to be left as found. Distractions can cause mistakes. Recently, the gate
from the winch paddock containing a herd of heifers, was left opened to the farm paddock containing an ever
alert bull. Whilst the state of exhaustion of the bull was not checked, the results could be serious for a farmer and us.
The best way of avoiding these problems is: The person who opens a gate (to retrieve a drogue for example) is
the person who is responsible for closing it. That avoids the thinking that someone else will do it.
We have an excellent relationship with the farmer and our operation is reliant on maintaining it.
Gates and the Public
Don't forget to close and lock the airfield Embankment Drive gate if you are the last to leave. The fact that the
gate is supplied with a lock means we have an obligation to the Shire to use the lock.
Electrical and Batteries
During any extended period of downtime, batteries are the first to suffer. Our Solar power system is automated
and has behaved perfectly, as has the water supply and pump arrangement.
The expected issue with vehicles is that maintenance during extended downtime periods can be reduced to
recharging a battery only when it is flat - discharged to the state that it can't crank an engine for example. This
can reduce the recharge cycle ability of even a new battery, from say 500 cycles to perhaps 20. Batteries are
expensive animals.
Our aircraft batteries are more frequently charged using the solar system and appear to be in good condition.
Please use the supplied multi meter at every daily inspection and ensure aircraft batteries are placed on charge
at the finish of every day. That is the responsibility of the Duty Pilot. The meter will be at the launch point every
operational day. This is a task for the duty pilot. The pre flight battery check is always the responsibility of the
PIC.
Radio and Communications
No problems have been reported. I will be moving through our assets in the near future.
It is essential that correct procedures including use of a launch fixed VHF transceiver with fixed battery, be
adhered to. (Duty Pilot)
Vehicles
All vehicles are now operating normally. The Hilux utility will require a gearbox oil change about now. It is usual
for these vehicles to need a new drain plug / washer at the same time. The plugs are invariably difficult to
extract. Volunteers?
Please don't allow vehicles to idle during standby periods. The plugs can oil up leading to rough running.
I have just tuned the Tercel, but would appreciate early advice of any abnormal running please.
The Ford Falcon auto wagon lost almost all its exhaust system. Mark thought I was pretty useless on crutches
(a hangover from the new body parts issue) so he kindly removed the wreckage. A job that requires the agility
and tenacity of an octopus. Thanks Mark! I have replacement exhaust parts on hand now and with Marks help
will install in the next few days. The Ford does NOT have sufficient safe ground clearance for the usual drive
down to the winch. Please take a different vehicle. The Hilux is best for the job.
The Ford's battery isolator switch also failed due to misuse. These switches are fitted to all our cars to avoid
standby current draining the battery. This happens because radios get left on, doors are not closed, ignition is
not switched off etc, plus anti-theft and computer controls draw a heap of juice. Please ensure these isolators
are simply firmly bolted to the battery lug, but never over tight. They break because they are made of brittle
zinc diecast, not brass! (Yep. They look like brass. They are sold as brass. It's a con.).
Mainly however, members insist on unscrewing the green knob more than one turn max. That allows
displacement of the three components the knob keeps together. Careless or untrained reassembly results in a
cross threaded bolt and poor connection. Resultant heat melts the nylon insulator. I get left with a mess and
you get left with a car that will not start.
Remember: After putting a vehicle to bed, the driver must unscrew the green battery switch 3/4 to 1 turn at the
most. That will ensure disconnection. Also, make certain the ignition key is really OFF.
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Use of vehicles - SUMMARY:
Observe airfield traffic speed restrictions.
Never cross an active runway without listening to VHF 126.00, stopping first and looking.
Obviously, most vehicles can do all jobs at a pinch. However in an ideal world we use:
FORD: Normal aircraft retrieve plus towing to and from hangar and launch: Use the Ford auto station wagon.
This is the ideal vehicle for the job.
Do NOT take the Ford past the end of the bitumen runway. Do not take it to the winch.
TERCEL 4WD: Wet, boggy ground with poor traction: Use the Tercel, in 4WD for the winch run.
For boggy ground as above, but slow speed eg towing a glider: As above, Tercel 4WD but use LOW first gear
and let it idle along. No clutch burn, easy on the aircraft. Please stop vehicle before selecting/deselecting 4WD
and Low first. (Low first gear is not available unless 4WD is also selected in the Tercel).
HILUX 2WD: Normal dry / damp winch use. Cable repairs, cartage, heavy carriage. The Hilux has an
exceptionally long tray and is extremely versatile. However, it is not a 4WD.
CHARADE: Normal winch run dry paddock: use Charade. Make sure the Charade's fuel is WINCH fuel.
Backup: Toyota Hilux utility.
Aircraft
Your ASK 21 (GVA) has received a very thorough (of course) Form 2 conducted by Mark Bland, assisted by
myself (mechanicals) Mike Pobjoy (rear carriage, details) and Detlev Reuff (Polishing and finish). All paper
work has been submitted.
New Schroth Seat Harness assemblies have been fitted in compliance with the Manufacturer's PAD. Spins
and Stalls are included by the Manufacturer in their Aerobatic (Acrobatic) manoeuvres and our new belts are
fully endorsed. That means that with the new Spin Kit and aerobatic rated harnesses we can now do spins and
stalls in compliance with GFA directives. GVA is probably now one of the best in the country.
The GVA PLB's battery was out of date therefore carriage and use was unauthorised. A new unit has replaced
it and is registered with the Search and Rescue authorities in Canberra.
Our unit is a PLB with GPS signalling, meaning it can signal your location to within about 10 metres. It is NOT a
crash locator beacon - you must activate it yourself. It is not an EPIRB, meaning it will not automatically
activate when in water.
May I suggest you familiarise yourself with the unit (exact same type as the one it replaces). You never know
when you may want a retrieve, but there is no phone signal, you are hurt, lost etc. In our operation, it is not
mandatory to carry one but nice to have. Just another thing that our Club provides for its Members.
Any person who has their own EPIRB or a PLB should check the battery date, as well as periodically check the
unit's function.
Winch
The Club winch cable lay traverse motor drive required a replacement flex drive component. I was able to
supply the parts and I thank Duncan for his offer to do that repair which he has done in the past days.
Airfield
As usual, rampant growth can beat the best but thanks to Mark for his efforts to mow the field in readiness for
operations this weekend.
Trailers
The Hornet trailer is being prepared for its trip to Motor Registry. Thanks Detlev for installing new tail lamps and
generally casting an eagle eye over it. It should be ready soon, registered and roadworthy ready for the
Hornet's summer flying sessions.
General
I wish you all a happy and prosperous summer flying season. Do keep in mind our strict obligations concerning
lookouts, ground care and safety procedures and particularly, our obligations to members of the public.
Terry Knight T/O A/W Radio
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Flying Reports and Pictures
29th September
Pics Ian Cohn

GVA on winch launch.

A snowy Mt Bogong in the distance from the ASW 19

15th October
Pics Detlev Rueff and Ian Cohn

Richard Grohmann prepares to launch in the Hornet

The Desk Crew

Bernie O’Donnell and Ian Dealy
The Desk Crew
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29th October
What started out as an overcast day after a night of heavy showers, the day developed into an extremely
pleasant gliding day, both weather wise and socially. With fourteen flights, 12 with the Club '21, one with the
Club Hornet and one with Bernie Hochwimmer in his Discus. Bernie Hochwimmer recorded the longest flight of
the day at 2 hours 18 minutes and Richard Grohmann recorded an hour and 20 minutes. Heights achieved
later in the day exceeded 4500 feet. Apart from flying there was some serious groundwork - Ian Cohn and
Andrew Evans assembled AT on its return from it’s Form 2 inspection at Ballarat.
Pictues courtesy Detlev Rueff

Bernie O’Donnell and Richard Callinan prepare to fly GVA

Bernie Hochwimmer landing after his 2 hour 18 min flight

Bernie and Angela after her enjoyable 30 minute AEF

Graham and Bernie prepare to fly GVA with Carrick as crew.
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Jim Coutts watching GVA land.

Richard Greg and Bernie Prepare GVA for flight.

Richard Grohmann approaching in the Hornet

The Desk Crew.

________________________________________________________________________________________

What our members are doing
ASW19 Returns from Maintenance at Ballarat

th

Susie oversaw the transport of the ASW19 from Ballarat to Mt Beauty on 27 October

Craig Collings in India
Craig has been flying para gliders in the Himalayas. These pics from Facebook.
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________________________________________________________________
Winch Driver Tally
Thanks to Greg Wilson for compiling these statistics.
Winch Launches to 01 November 2017
Name

Total 2017 - 719

Detlev Rueff

212

Greg Wilson

132

Mark Bland

128

Al Dickie

45

Richard Grohmann

39

Andrew Evans

33

Atila Kerestes

26

Terry Knight

14

Reuben Lane

13

Peter Demeo

13

Bernie O'Donnell

11

Olli Barthelmes

10

Carrick Gill-Vallance

10

Mike Pobjoy

8

Ian Cohn

7

Mike Parkinson

5

Graham Lovett

5

Gary Mason

2

Brendon Lovell

2

Adam Bland

2

Brendan Judd

1

Steve Bradbury

1

Winch Launches 2017
Total

719
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OLC Report
date

Points

name

km

km/h

Takeoff location

Aircraft

Start End Info

2017‐10‐29 129.52 Bernhard Hochwimmer (AU) 115.57 66.23 Mount Beauty Gld (AU / VIC) Discus a

04:47 07:08

2017‐10‐29 67.38 Richard Grohmann (AU)

57.67 45.42 Mount Beauty Gld (AU / VIC) Hornet

03:42 05:07

2017‐10‐27 223.18 Mark Bland (AU)

174.88 50.12 Mount Beauty Gld (AU / VIC) ASK 21 Mi 01:09 04:52

2017‐10‐21 179.62 Steve Bradbury (AU)

164.76 52.79 Porepunkah Af (AU / VIC)

2017‐10‐16 45.33 Detlev Rueff (AU)

36.66 25.88 Mount Beauty Gld (AU / VIC) ASK 21

01:57 03:28

2017‐10‐15 0.00

Richard Grohmann (AU)

9.77

39.79 Mount Beauty Gld (AU / VIC) Hornet

02:14 02:35

2017‐10‐15 0.00

Richard Grohmann (AU)

10.40 49.66 Mount Beauty Gld (AU / VIC) Hornet

01:35 01:54

2017‐10‐15 0.00

Richard Grohmann (AU)

11.72 52.28 Mount Beauty Gld (AU / VIC) Hornet

01:05 01:25

2017‐10‐03 209.01 Craig Collings (AU)

196.92 55.45 Mount Beauty Gld (AU / VIC) ASW 20

02:08 05:57

2017‐10‐01 185.03 Craig Collings (AU)

171.48 66.07 Mount Beauty Gld (AU / VIC) ASW 20

02:13 05:12

2017‐09‐29 174.61 Ian Cohn (AU)

153.79 83.29 Mount Beauty Gld (AU / VIC) ASW 19 WL 02:43 04:43

2017‐09‐28 89.82 Ian Cohn (AU)

71.60 62.22 Mount Beauty Gld (AU / VIC) ASK 21

DG 400/17 02:40 06:07

05:56 07:11

Instructor & Duty Pilot Roster
Prior to the Day
If you are unable to be Duty Pilot on your rostered day, it is up to you to arrange a replacement and to
let Peter Deane know who you have swapped with. Peter can be contacted by email at
peter@deane.net.au or SMS on 0418591351.
Duty Pilot responsibilities - refer to Members' Manual, 6.5 Duty Pilot Role, Pp.17, 18.
Please SMS or phone the Duty Instructor for the day if you want to fly and if you require instruction.
On the Day
All pilots wishing to fly are requested to arrive at the airfield by approx. 10.00am to assist with setting
up and to attend a daily briefing, unless prior arrangements are made with the Duty Instructor. Please
be available for the daily briefing scheduled for 10:30.
Duty Instructor contact details
Ian Cohn
Andrew Evans
Mike Parkinson
Mike Pobjoy
Bernie O’Donnell

Day
Sat

Date
4 Nov 17

Duty Instructor
Bernie O’Donnell

0408 379 939
0409 277 328
0413 736 145
0402 075 131
0431 529 633

Other Instructor
Terry Ryan

Duty Pilot

_______________________________________________________________________________

Don’t forget to nominate MBGC Code 1060 for
bonus points when you purchase items.

Mt Beauty Gliding Club is sponsored by
the Mt Beauty Community Bank
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